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Students and IRs: A Win-Win Situation
Irene Perciali, Ph.D • Director of Strategic Initiatives

For starters, repositories give students the opportunity to work shoulder to shoulder with faculty to
produce and disseminate research in the real world. See for example:
• The Bryant College goes to War collection (http://digitalcommons.bryant.edu/
bryant_goes_to_war/), which gave students the opportunity to analyze WWII military
letters, about which they then published original research.

•

The Atlas of Maine (http://digitalcommons.colby.edu/atlas_docs/), a publication of
Colby College, through which students develop projects using GIS that are then
used by the State of Maine.

A permanent URL for their best projects gives students something to show grad schools and
employers throughout the rest of their career and it gives those students, as alumni, a reason to stay
connected to their campus. Putting student work on the IR helps recruit new students too: as the
University President of Cal Poly put it, the IR is where prospective students and parents can see what
the university expects of them.
Running journals and conferences is a way for students to get hands-on experience creating original
scholarship in a digital environment. As journal editors, they have to check for rights, choose licensing
language, and explain copyright to their peers. The process can teach them the nuances of IP issues in
the digital environment—they already know all about Napster, iTunes, and internet piracy, and are
quick to learn about intellectual property and copyright considerations for scholarly research.
Students also learn the value of peer review in a world overwhelmed by digital information. It really
opens their eyes when they become journal editors or conference organizers, and have the
responsibility to create and choose papers that people will read, worldwide.
By involving students in the IR, the library stands to gain a lot. The undergraduate experience is a key
part of many university missions—by connecting the IR to this endeavor, libraries report they have
found new partners and advocates (among offices like Student Affairs, Alumni Relations, and
Undergraduate Education). Students can also be unexpected advocates for the IR, and for copyright
issues, to faculty. They are effective at spreading the word about the IR to their professors.
And, let’s not forget that students can help with IR-related work. As an example, at Pacific University,
Isaac Gilman is teaching a course about scholarly publishing, and the plan is for students in the course
to help edit and publish Pacific IR-hosted journals. Plus, library internships in digital publishing can
help interested students build good resumes for working in dot-com and internet media. 
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We have all learned that IRs are not just for faculty papers. Repositories that actively engage
students—through student-run journals, student-run conferences, honors programs, capstone
projects, and student-faculty collaborative research—have produced a number of unexpected
benefits, for both students and the library.

Colby College, Waterville, Maine. Learn more
about how Colby College Libraries support
student research through the IR on page 4.
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UoW increases discovery of data
collections on ResearchOnline
Descriptive full text objects bring visitors to data
collections on University of Wollongong’s IR
Morgan Ziontz • Outreach and Scholarly Communications

The single-most visited item in the University of Wollongong’s
Data Collection series is a full-text document detailing a collection
of original recordings and writings produced by missionaries to
Papua New Guinea (http://ro.uow.edu.au/data/3/). This document
contains a brief history of the missionaries, a description of the
materials, and a detailed list of each item in the collection. The
collection itself physically resides in the UoW archives.
The library uses metadata records to catalog their research data in
the repository and to provide information on how to access the
data set in question. The record provides the UoW Key, the
persistent identifier, and links to other related resources and
databases, including the UoW Archives and the Australian
National Data Service (ANDS).
The Data Collections series also houses metadata records like that
for the Papua New Guinea recordings, which are supplemented
with full-text guides to the research data and, sometimes, the
data itself. Usage statistics for the past six weeks cont. on page 2 
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First Adopters at WMich

bepress releases
Digital Commons
6.11 feature upgrade
The June 2011 feature upgrade
includes enhanced display
and browsing of journal
collections and new reports to
help engage department
chairs, funders, and other
stakeholders. Read the
Release Notes for more details:
digitalcommons.bepress.com/
reference/46/

bepress Outreach
team provides
new repository
population services
As always, the Outreach team
is available to discuss and
advise on collection building
and outreach strategies to all
members of the Digital
Commons community. Now,
building on that advisory role,
the Outreach team is also able
to offer “do it for you”
population services, to help
you quickly populate: faculty
collections, SelectedWorks™
profile pages, and/or journal
and ETD archives.

The Digital
Commons website
has a new look and
new resources!
Explore the updated
collection of resources on
the newly-designed Digital
Commons website at:
digitalcommons.bepress.com.

How ScholarWorks and SelectedWorks serve
a key objective of the English department at
Western Michigan University
Courtney Smith • Outreach and Scholarly Communications

The library at Western Michigan University has worked
closely with the English department as an initial participant
in ScholarWorks at WMU, the university’s IR. Maira Bundza,
ScholarWorks Librarian, says that it followed for the
department to also be a first adopter of SelectedWorks™.
Link to records
on ANDS
Link to UoW
archives

Full text indexed
collection description

Location of collection
or of research

UoW Key

Dr. Utz attributes faculty interest and participation to two
things: (1) he has been coaxing his faculty into understanding
that PR is not a bad thing; and, (2) the department created a
situation in which faculty do not have to do the work
themselves. Rather, three of the English department’s
graduate assistants took on the job.

Persistent
Identifier
Access
Rights

Mount Kembla Mine Disaster: interviews, an example of a metadata record with full-text descriptive
document attached from the University of Wollongong’s ResearchOnline Data Collections.

 cont. from page 1 show that, on average,

the data collections with full-text
description documents attached have
twice as many visitors as the metadataonly records in the collection.
Adding descriptive full-text documents to
repository metadata records can help site
visitors by providing data dictionaries,
rights information pertaining to the use of
the data, and background about the
experimenter and the materials used in the

The department chair, Dr. Richard Utz, announced the
repository and SelectedWorks to faculty in his recent
newsletter. He explained the centrality of both services to
the English Department Global Endeavor (EDGE), a strategic
push within the department to increase the visibility of its
faculty and their scholarship via the web, in recognition of
the fact that a large percentage of researchers and students
are now beginning their research at general web-based
applications like Google™, Google™ Scholar, and Wikipedia.

study. The rich text in these documents
contributes to improved discovery
by helping search engines guide visitors
to the research.
Wollongong hopes to eventually have
descriptive PDF documents like this
available for each of their research projects.

To see the full data collection, visit:
http://ro.uow.edu.au/data/ 

The grad assistants were trained by the library in May and
have worked closely with faculty since then to gather CVs,
build SelectedWorks pages, and enter citations. Bundza says

The SelectedWorks page of Dr. Richard Utz, professor (and former Chair)
in the English Department at Western Michigan University.

this has produced full faculty pages, plus some surprise
results: in working with faculty, the grad students have
become more familiar with disciplinary publishing practices
and better understand the research and work in which
their professors and advisors are engaged.
Next steps for the library include rights checking,
acquisition of available articles, and integration with
departmental webpages.

Western Michigan University’s institutional
repository, ScholarWorks, can be found here:
http://scholarworks.wmich.edu/ 

Boston College Law Review
reaches 100,000th download
Boston College Law Review, the archives of which
were mounted in June 2010, hit its 100,000th
download less than one year later, in May 2011.
The three most popular papers in the law review’s
archives come from volumes 27, 46, and 36 and
address the topics of municipal liability under
section 1983, military privatization, and juvenile
court abolition, respectively.
View the archives of all of Boston College’s law
reviews here: http://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/
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